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She ordered samples of amazing brocades from all over the world ... which translates to “I am my beloved and my beloved is mine”—a phrase commonly used in Jewish wedding ceremonies and ...
Where 8 Brides, Grooms, and Brooms Got Their Wedding Day Suits
The lasting charm of Kaufman’s stories lies in a delightful mix of personal incidents and observations set against an anchoring backdrop of cultural tradition.
Day My Mother Cried and Other Stories
Thousands of Los Angeles teachers converge on downtown, Los Angeles, in a UTLA pre-strike rally a month before the 2019 ...
Los Angeles Times Program Allows Future ‘Storytellers’ to Get the Story on Israel Wrong
Arnold Slyper began hiking in the Jerusalem area as soon as he immigrated seven-and-a-half years ago. This evolved into a website and a book.
The anglo who taught other anglos about hiking in Israel
The suit alleges religious discrimination in violation of State and City Human Rights Law, and cites Cohen's “failure to engage in a cooperative dialogue.” ...
Muslim Employees Sue Mount Sinai for Tampering with their Beards while Leaving Orthodox Jews Alone
Boston mayoral candidate Andrea Campbell says she would offer all Bostonians truly equitable opportunities that could halt more families’ generational cycles of poverty and incarceration. She believes ...
“This is the city that gave me everything,” she says.
That program has 50 graduates ... Married women are required by Jewish law to cover their hair in public, and a fancy wig is an expected provision at the time of the wedding.
Start-Up nation: How haredi Jews are integrating into Israel's tech sector
At the graduation of T, the then Prime Minister Netanyahu said, T is an example of the equality ... is a Ministry of Tourism licensed Tour Guide, Jewish educator and a Judaica artist.
The fabulous four female IAF pilots
Because the church of Laodicea consisted of mainly Jewish converts ... showed His mercy by exhorting the church with language and examples pertinent to their everyday lives.
How to Avoid Becoming a Lukewarm Church like Laodicea
For example, in Conservative Judaism, a rabbi could be expelled from the Rabbinical Assembly for officiating at a wedding if both partners are not Jewish. Although this is ... of life and code of ...
Should congregants be disciplined for not following all precepts of religion? | Faith Forum
"Jesus is an example of how to be a perfect person ... my first interfaith wedding was a Jewish-Christian wedding," Eastland recalled. In the past eight years the multifaith campus — so ...
Keeping the faith: Families on Long Island embrace religious diversity
The average American wedding cost $19,000 in 2020 according to The Knot, which makes it hard to believe that anyone has money left over to pay for the honeymoon. Even a scaled back “mini-moon” might ...
How To Subsidize Your Honeymoon By Paying For Your Wedding
As examples ... “Learning Jewish values helped put the players on track and made them better athletes.” Tamir will be launching the Daniel Tamir Basketball Program starting August 9 through ...
Israeli Basketball Coach Achieves Winning Record With Training and Torah
A storm is coming — a deluge of shows and movie. This month brings more Netflix original series, movies, comedy specials, documentaries and family programs for your streaming entertainment. Choosing ...
New on Netflix July 2021: The best shows, movies and original series coming soon
[More from the Jewish Journal] Amplify retirement income ... It may serve as a useful guide for anyone trying to figure out how to achieve success through a combination of out-of-the-box thinking ...
The secret to how Israel’s Technion manages to drive so much innovation
To explain how public accommodation status works, Warbelow offered a hypothetical example featuring a pool operated by a Jewish community ... service or program.” Supporters have argued that ...
Should churches fear the Equality Act?
Many Jewish Israelis are left with a subtle ... I will now just cite a few examples of why the Israel- Arab religious, national conflict is irreconcilable. Hamas and Gaza: Maybe immediately ...
Coping with national existential dilemmas after the Guardian of the Walls operation
Proclaiming Justice to the Nations, which says its goal is to educate Christians about their “biblical responsibility to stand with their Jewish brethren ... studies program at Florida ...
Florida’s proposed Holocaust education standards prompt ‘deep concerns’ from state experts
Joel Schwitzer, director of the Dallas branch of the American Jewish Committee, said, “The use of the IHRA working definition of antisemitism to guide a ... bills), sets an example for the ...
US Jewish Groups Hail Adoption by Texas of Leading Definition of Antisemitism
AUSTIN, Texas, June 16, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- American Jewish Committee ... of study and awareness programs." "The use of the IHRA working definition of antisemitism to guide a state-mandated ...
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